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Abstract

proceedings coming out each year. There is a need for
new technologies that can help us sift through all the

The tremendous growth in the amount of information

available information in a more efficient way.

available and the number of visitors to web sites in the

Generally, there are three existing information

recent years poses some key challenges for information

filtering methods:

filtering and retrieval. Web visitors not only expect high

•

Content-based filtering : Here, the system searches

quality and relevant information, but also wish that the

for items similar to those the user prefers based on

information be presented in an as efficient way as

a comparison of content using text-learning

possible. The traditional filtering methods, however,

methods. Only the content and properties of a

only consider the relevant values of document. These

document contribute to the filtering, and each user

conventional methods fail to consider the efficiency of

operates independently. However, this approach

documents retrieval. In this paper, we propose a new

has difficulty capturing different types of content

algorithm to calculate an index called document

and has problem of over-specialization.

similarity score based on elements of the document.

•

Collaborative: Documents are recommended for a

Using the index, document profile will be derived. Any

user based on the likes of other users with similar

documents with the similarity score above a given

tastes. User profiles are used to compare with each

threshold will be clustered. Using these pre-clustered

other. The major drawback of this method is that if

documents, information filtering and retrieval can be

a user whose taste is unusual would not get high

made more efficient.

quality recommendation.

Keywords: elements, clustering, information filtering,
information retrieval, search engine, World Wide Web.

•

Rule-based filtering: It uses demographic or
collected data of users to build user profiles and
then define a set of rules to tailor the content

1. Introduction

delivery based on the facts specified in the user
profiles. However, the creation and maintenance of

The amount of information in the world is increasing

rules are generally manual, as the system gets

far more quickly than our ability to process it. All of us

complicated, there will be difficulties managing it

have known the feeling of being overwhelmed by the

without conflict of logics.

number of new books, journal articles, and conference

All above conventional filtering systems consider
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only the relevance and importance to the users in

example, the keyword appearing in the title should have

different ways without due consideration for efficiency.

a higher weight than the one appearing in the content.

However, as the system gets complicated, the efficiency
is also crucial. Surveys have shown that about 85% of
Internet users using search engines and search service
to find specific information are not satisfied with the
performance of the current generation of search
systems. The dissatisfaction arises from the slow
retrieval speed, communication delays and poor quality
of retrieved results [1].
In this paper, we propose a new efficient method
called

elements

and

document

profile

based

information clustering which can cluster more than two
documents based on elements of the documents. This

Figure 1. Restructuring operation of documents

method applies an algorithm to compute a correlation

Figure 1 shows the idea of restructuring operation of

score of documents. The documents with the similarity

documents. On the top level of this tree structure, there

score above a given threshold will be clustered together.

are keywords in some documents, which are on the

A definition of document profile is derived. Then, all

second level. The third level contains elements of the

the documents are clustered based on the document

document. The numbers on the bottom level represent

profile. Our proposed algorithm computes the scores

the number of times that keyword appears in that

independently of the number of documents.

element. The documents are clustered based on the
word in the elements of the document after the

2. Restructuring Operation

restructuring operation (The proposed new algorithm
will be further discussed in the next section). In this

Currently, there are number of metadata standards

way, when web visitors enter a keyword to search

proposed for web pages. Among them are two

information, the pre-clustered documents will be

well-publicized, solid efforts: the Dublin Core

presented in an efficient way.

Metadata standard and the Warwick frame-word. The
Dublin Core is a 15-Element Metadata Element Set

3. Document Clustering

proposed to facilitate fast and accurate information
retrieval on the Internet [3]. In the paper, we propose a

We have proposed a restructuring operation to

restructuring operation by using key words appearing in

cluster documents in section 2. In this section, we will

the elements of the documents. Those keywords will be

discuss the algorithm and technique of documents

matching the search query when web visitors search on

clustering. The subsections are organized as follows:

the Internet. Keywords have different weight based on

section 3.1 presents the approach of calculation of

in which element this keyword is, ranging from 0 to 1.

similarity score. Then the document profiles will be

The weight is calibrated by the system designer based

derived in section 3.2. Finally, the k-time clustering

on the importance and relevance of the keyword. For

algorithm will be applied.
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reference 9 times:

3.1 Computation of similarity score

SS ( 21,

filtering )

= (0.99*1+0.8*2+0.7*2+0.5*10+0.4*9)

= 12.59
To compute the similarity score of documents, we
initially select some keywords appearing in those
documents. Each word is assigned a weight, ranging
form 0 to 1. Different word has different weight based
on in which element that keyword appears. The value of
weight is designed by the system administrator. For
example, the value of weight in the title should be

We can have table 2 based on formula (1).
Table 2. Similarity score of documents
DID
21
45
567
789
Title
1
1
0
0
Subject
2
1
0
1
Description
2
7
3
7
Content
10
4
1
4
Reference
9
8
1
7
SS
12.59
11.89
3
10.5
Table 3 shows the similarity score document 21 in

higher than in the description. The number of times that
word appearing in the document also affects the value

term of keyword filtering, clustering, RDF and item
respectively:

of relevance among documents.
Table 1 shows the number of times a keyword
appears in the elements of a particular document which
is indicated by document ID (DID).
Table 1. Number of times keywords appear in the
elements of a particular documents
DID
21
45
567
789
Title
1
1
0
0
Subject
2
1
0
1
Description
2
7
3
7
Content
10
4
1
4
Reference
9
8
1
7

Table 3. Similarity score of document 21
DID
21
21
21
21
Keyword
filtering
clustering
rdf
item
Title
1
1
0
0
Subject
2
1
0
1
Description
2
7
1
6
Content
10
5
3
4
Reference
9
6
1
5
SS
12.59
11.59
2.6 9

3.2 Deriving document profile (DP)

The similarity score is the sum of all product of

From the calculation of similarity score, the

keyword weight and the number of times that keyword

document profile can be derived as follows:

appears in the document computed by the following

DP

formula:

SS threshold }
n

SS


(d , c)

=

¦ (W

Kj

* CountKj) (1)

j =1

(d )

= { (k, SS

( d ,c )

| k

∈ C , 0 ≤ SS ( d ,c ) ≤
(2)



k denotes a keyword.



K is all keywords to which the document can be

SS is the similarity score of document based on

related.

keyword K.



SS is the similarity score for document d.



K j is the keyword in that document (1 ≤ j ≤ n).



SS



W Kj is the pre-defined weight of the keyword K j ,

acceptable for a document to relate to that

determined by system admin.

keyword.



Count

Kj

is the number of times that keyword

appearing in the document.
For instance, for the document 21, the word filtering

threshold

is the minimum similarity score

From formula (2), each document can have a profile
based on the keywords and similarity score calculated
by formula (1). For example, if a given threshold is 9,

appears in the title once, in the subject twice, in the

the profile of document 21 is:

description twice, in the content 10 times and in the

DP ( 21) ={(filtering,12.59),(clustering,11.59),(item, 9)}
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4. Conclusions and Future Work

3.3 Clustering Algorithm
Using the document profile, we can measure the

In this paper, we propose elements and document

correlation similarity score among documents. Table 4

profile based information clustering method. This new

shows the document profile.

method computes the correlation similarity score

DP
filtering
clustering
RDF
item

Table 4: Document profile
21
45
567
12.59 11.89 0
11.59 0
0
0
10.3
23
9
0
12.3

among documents. The document with similarity score
789
10.5
18.1
0
12.4

Table 4 shows the similarity score of each document
in term of different keyword. There are various
clustering algorithms available, we chose K-mean [4].
We have defined our input data set for a general
clustering already. Hence, any algorithm can be applied.
K-mean algorithm splits a set of objects into a selected
number of groups. The basic idea of K-mean is to find a
single partition of the data, which has K number of

above a given threshold will be clustered. Then we
derive the document profile based on the similarity
score. Therefore, the document will be clustered based
on different keywords. Our approach computes
similarity score and derives document profile offline.
Ideally, the documents are pre-clustered in that it will
improve the efficiency of information retrieval. For the
future, we need to do the experiment in efficiency
comparison and the optimization of this method.
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